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ABSTRACT
The mission of the Bright Target Explorer (BRITE) Constellation, comprised of five nearly identical seven-kilogram
nanosatellites, is to study the most luminous stars in the Earth’s sky. Typically massive and short lived, through their
turbulent lives and via their especially violent deaths as supernovae, these stars dominate the ecology of the
Universe and are responsible for seeding the interstellar medium with elements critical for the formation of
planetary systems and organic life. Using 3cm aperture telescopes for photometry, BRITE-Constellation measures
stellar brightness variations in two colours, with high cadence over baselines of up to six-months. The millimagnitude precision it has achieved is at least ten times better than what is currently possible using ground based
observatories. These precise measurements of stellar variability are used to probe the internal and surface (sun spot)
structures, ages, and potentially even planetary systems (via transit detection) of these massive luminous stars.
BRITE-Constellation, which was launched into orbit in 2013 and 2014, was developed by the Space Flight
Laboratory (SFL) in collaboration with astronomers and engineers from Canada, Austria and Poland. The
constellation is believed to be the first satellite constellation dedicated to astronomy and boasts not just the smallest
astronomy satellites ever flown, but also the first spacecraft at this scale to achieve arc-second level pointing.
The BRITE-Constellation spacecraft are commissioned, fully-operational, and meeting or exceeding all mission
requirements including the instrument’s limiting visual magnitude, attitude pointing & stability, observation time per
orbit, and up-time. This paper describes the goals, design, on-orbit performance, and highlights the rich scientific
returns of this cutting-edge mission.
turbulent lives and the most massive of them, those
above eight solar masses, end their lives in supernovae.
As such, through the stellar material and heavy
elements they shed throughout their lives, massive stars
tend to dominate the ecology of the universe and
ultimately seeded it with the elements necessary for life
as we know it.

INTRODUCTION
The origins of BRITE-Constellation can be traced back
to 1998, when SFL took on a leading role in the
development of the Microvariability and Oscillations of
Stars, or MOST microsatellite. MOST’s mission was to
perform asteroseismology of solar type stars through
the use of high-precision photometry1.
While
developing the MOST microsatellite, a burgeoning
nanosatellite program was also ramping up at SFL.
After MOST’s launch, the natural question became
whether the expertise gained could be leveraged to
create a nanosatellite platform also suitable for
precision astronomy.

Because atmospheric scintillation can easily mask
minute variations in a star’s brightness, even a small
space-borne telescope can far exceed the photometric
precision achievable from the ground. Further, many
modern on-orbit precision instruments with their
increasingly large apertures were simply too sensitive
to study them. Simply put, it was not only possible to
do precision photometry of bright stars with a
nanosatellite, it was in fact the ideal platform from
which to study them. The BRITE concept was born.

The question was put to the MOST science team, who
realized that a nanosatellite could indeed fill another
niche in the astronomical world. That is, in part due to
the push to observe ever fainter targets, the brightest
stars in the Earth’s sky (V < 4) were poorly studied
relative to their fainter counterparts. Stars which are
apparently bright also tend to be intrinsically bright and
massive. Massive stars are of particular interest to many
astronomers because they tend to lead short and
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With five BRITE satellites now in-orbit and producing
a quality of output which meets and exceeds both
requirements and expectations, this paper describes the
design and performance of a mission which is
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redefining the perceived capabilities of nanosatellites,
and being in a class of its own when comparing
performance and scientific return to cost and size.

instrument was designed, with two spacecraft carrying
telescopes optimized for the blue end of the spectrum,
and three for the red.

CONSTELLATION DEVELOPMENT

Now in its third year of operations, the BRITE satellites
are believed to be the first nanosatellites dedicated to
astronomy, the first orbiting astronomy constellation of
any size ever launched, the first mission to conduct
two-colour photometry in space, and the first spacecraft
at this scale to achieve arc-second level pointing. With
BRITE-Constellation comprising of satellites which
include the first satellites in its history for Austria and
Poland’s first scientific satellite (second satellite of any
kind), excitement for the mission was understandably
quite high with both nations taking the extraordinary
step of commemorating their contributions, prior to
launch, withPolish
national Stamp
stamps (Figure 1).

In 2004, a concept study commissioned by the
Canadian Space Agency, established feasibility of the
BRITE mission followed by Canadian mission funding
thereafter. The concept was studied as a single
spacecraft, however, enticed by the nature of the
science, the low-entry cost, the rapid-development time,
and the opportunity of technical training and
technology transfer by SFL to build local capacity,
Poland and Austria also provided funding, bringing the
constellation to its current complement of five satellites.
To make best use of the growth of the mission from a
Stamp
single satellite to Austrian
a constellation,
two variants of the

1st Austrian Satellite
1st Polish Scientific Satellite
Figure 1: Austrian and Polish stamps commemorating their contributions to the BRITE-constellation
In addition to the three modules described above, the
associated computing and CCD driver electronics are
contained separately on the instrument on-board
computer (IOBC), which is stacked with the other onboard computers (OBCs) on the satellite bus. This
segregation was implemented to reduce payload size
and limit heat dissipation (and hence self-heating) of
the instrument itself.

MISSION DESIGN
Payload Design
Each BRITE satellite carries a single refractive
telescope designed specifically for its optical
passband2,3. Though the red and blue designs are
slightly different in optical prescription, they are similar
enough that, for the purposes of this paper, they can be
treated as identical. The telescope is composed of three
modules, the header electronics tray, the optical cell and
the baffle. Each of the three payload modules is almost
completely self-contained. That is, each module can be
assembled or disassembled on its own without having
to integrate it with other modules. The baffle includes
the aperture stop as well as the optical filter. The optical
cell houses five spherically-ground lenses and the
spacers that position and align the lenses with respect to
each other. The electronics tray contains the CCD
header board, which includes the CCD and thermal
control electronics. A cutaway view of the blue
instrument can be seen in Figure 2.
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Commissioning of the first spacecraft of the
constellation revealed that the rate of instrument
radiation damage was somewhat higher than
anticipated2 and thus gave incentive to try to improve
the situation for the BRITE satellites still on the ground.
The probability of a high-energy particle impacting the
CCD is a function of how much material the particle
must pass through before reaching the CCD. The CCD
resides in the payload header tray (Figure 2), which
itself is only millimetres away from the external surface
of the spacecraft. Hence, on one side of the CCD, there
is only about 3.5mm of aluminum to attenuate the
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radiation while in all other directions much greater
shielding is realized. As such, it was decided that the
most effective solution was to simply replace the back
aluminium cover of the header tray with a tungsten
version. In addition to better shielding, cooling of the
CCD can also be used to help mitigate the effect of the
radiation damage since at lower temperatures the
column and pixel effects are much less pronounced.
Hence, both the Polish and Canadian BRITEs had
biased their thermal control measures toward the cold
end of the spacecraft operational range. These changes
were implemented on BRITE-Canada and have been
shown to reduce the total CCD’s dose of 10-100MeV
protons by a factor of approximately 2, thereby
substantially slowing the degradation of the imager.
Despite the radiation impact, its effects are
straightforward to compensate (see Section ‘The Data
Pipeline’) and many more years of precision
photometry are expected from all spacecraft.

increases dynamic range and makes measurements less
susceptible to wander-induced aliasing caused by inter
and intra-pixel sensitivity variations and dead zones
between pixels. BRITE instrument optics focus was set
such that stellar PSFs were approximately 8 pixels in
diameter.
Bus Design
The BRITE-constellation employs SFL’s Generic
Nanosatellite Bus (GNB). The GNB is an advanced
20cm cube, 7kg nanosatellite platform which offers
11W peak power generation, redundant 4.8Ahr energy
storage, 1GB data storage, 2Mbps peak downlink rate,
redundant 60MHz on-board computers, and accurate
three-axis attitude and orbit control4. Designed with a
precept of efficiency, a high-fraction of bus resources
are made available to payloads, which are centrally
located within the bus in a benign thermal environment.
The GNB can easily accommodate a wide variety of
payloads and operational profiles with minimal
modification to its core equipment complement. This
includes AIS receivers flown on the Norwegian
AISSAT constellation5 as well as Exact Earth’s EV9
AIS satellite6, a propulsion system flown on SFL’s
CanX-4 & -5 dual satellite autonomous formation-flight
mission7, and the telescopes of the BRITEconstellation. An example of six fully integrated GNB
satellites covering four missions is shown in Figure 3.
To date, twelve GNB spacecraft have been placed in
orbit, achieving over 25 years of high-performance and
dependable heritage.

A monochrome interline transfer CCD with microlenses was selected as the detector. This CCD was
chosen for its large pixels (9m), low power, low
readout noise and low dark current at room temperature
(a feature which enabled it to be used without active or
passive cooling). The optical design is naturally
telecentric, has an aperture of 30mm, a focal length of
70mm (focal ratio of 2.33) and a field of view (FOV) of
24. This large FOV was selected to ensure at least
three target stars were observable anywhere in the sky.
Precision photometry requires a defocused, smoothly
varying stellar point spread function (PSF) because it

Figure 2: Cutaway view of the BRITE telescope
Sarda
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Figure 3: BRITEs-Canada (front, left), CanX-4 & -5 (front, right), EV9 (back, left), AISSat-2 (back, right)
Due to the locations of the BRITE Earth stations, initial
acquisition of all spacecraft occurred hours after launch.
Since the BRITE spacecraft employ SFL’s GNB, which
already
had
considerable
on-orbit
heritage4,
commissioning was conducted at an accelerated pace
such that routine star field observations were well
underway as quickly as one week after launch.

ON-ORBIT PERFORMANCE
Launch, Orbits, and the BRITE Ground Segment
The Austrian pair, “UniBRITE” and “BRITE-Austria”,
were the first of the BRITE-constellation spacecraft to
launch.
They were placed into an 800km sunsynchronous dawn-dusk orbit aboard an Indian Polar
Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) on February 25, 2013.
The first Polish satellite, “Lem”, was launched nine
months later (November 2013) on a Russian Dnepr
rocket into a 600 x 900km elliptical orbit with a launch
date LTAN of 10:30PM, followed by the Canadian
satellite, “BRITE-Toronto”, in June 2014 by Dnepr into
a similar orbit. Last, the second Polish satellite,
“Heweliusz”, was launched in August 2014 into a
630km 10:30AM sun-synchronous orbit.

Precision Three-Axis Pointing and Stability
In order to meet the photometric precision required by
the mission, the GNB attitude determination and control
subsystem (ADCS) was designed to maintain a pointing
accuracy and stability of 78 arc-seconds (1) over the
entire six month imaging campaign2,4,8. This translates
into limiting the stellar PSF wander to less than 3 pixels
on the payload detector. The duration over which the
requirement applies implies not only a need for
stability, but also repeatability, as the ADCS must reacquire the target-field, returning the PSFs to the same
pixels, each time the target comes into view after being
occulted, or after imaging a different star-field earlier in
the orbit. As such, the ADCS plays a significant role in
the quality of the science. Such accurate pointing, on
this scale of spacecraft, had never before been achieved,
though, novel advances in miniature attitude sensors,
actuators, and algorithms, have enabled the BRITE
spacecraft to be the first in the world to routinely
achieve this level of performance on orbit.

All BRITE spacecraft used the XPOD launch vehicle
separation system designed and developed by SFL and
which has proven to be a reliable workhorse for
nanosatellite separations from many different launch
vehicles. SFL’s XPOD dispenser had successfully
ejected 23 satellites to date from the Cosmos-3M,
PSLV, Dnepr, and Soyuz 2-1B rockets.
Three downlink earth stations (located in Toronto,
Canada; Graz, Austria; Warsaw, Poland) serve the
BRITE constellation in UHF (uplink) and S-band
(downlink) bands. Notionally, spacecraft of each
member country are operated through their dedicated
station however any satellite can be command through
any station in the network. This was particularly useful
during launch and early operations when the satellites
were commissioned as quickly as possible.
Sarda

The performance of BRITE’s pointing was investigated
using high cadence star-field images taken by the
spacecraft telescopes. Shown in Figure 4 is a plot of the
motion of the centroid of a stellar PSF, over a 20-
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minute BRITE-Toronto observation, near one of the
vertices of the imager field of view. In the figure, each
square is a pixel, the red circle represents the 3 pixel
(78 arc-sec) requirement, and the green circle is the
RMS error, which in this case was 12”, and in fact subpixel, thus the motion is almost imperceptible.

pixel (in fact barely perceptible) and thus better than the
requirement.
Platform and Payload Performance
With science operations being routine over the last
nearly three years, the BRITE constellation has shown
to meet and exceed mission critical requirements. The
spacecraft download up to 40 MB of observation data
per day each, with the requirement being 2 MB.
Pointing and stability error has been measured to be 15”
1σ, where the requirement was 78”. Milli-magnitude
photometric precision has been demonstrated on stars
as faint as the +7.0 visual magnitude, where the
requirement was originally +3.5 visual magnitude. The
spacecraft observe nearly each and every orbit with a
reliability greater than 95%.
Last, the BRITE
spacecraft can observe twice as long per orbit, observe
twice as many star fields per orbit, and image twice the
number of stars per field than what was required of the
mission.

Looking at pointing performance over a longer term,
BRITE imager data was compiled to assess the wander
of a target star (Eta Centaurus) over a span of 4-days.
The result is Figure 5, which plots the cumulative X
and Y pixel positions of the PSF centroid. As expected,
the data appears more or less Gaussian, since the
predominant source of error is Gaussian star tracker
noise. The standard deviation of the X-axis and Y-axis
are 0.39 pixels (10 arc-sec) and 0.43 pixels (11 arc-sec)
respectively, resulting in an overall RSS of the standard
deviation of 0.58 pixels (15 arc-sec). Hence, from field
acquisition to re-acquisition, the star returns to the same
set of pixels, and the observed pointing stability is sub-

Figure 4: On-Orbit Fine Pointing Performance of BRITE-Toronto. Note, pixel-pitch is 26arc-sec/pixel.
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Figure 5: Histograms of stellar PSF centroid position on the X and Y axes of the BRITE-Toronto telescope
detector over 4-days of observation
Table 1: Demonstrated performance versus requirements of the BRITE mission

Parameter
Data Download Rate
Pointing & Stability Accuracy
Magnitude Range
Coverage per Orbit
Target Stars per Field
Fields per Orbit

Mission Requirement
2 MB/day
78" (3pix, 1σ)
0 - 3.5
15 mins
< 15
1

each field. Within the figure it is evident that the
majority of the observed fields are clustered in a single
plane. This is not a coincidence, as the greatest density
of stars (which include BRITE’s target luminous stars)
lie within the Milky Way’s galactic plane.

MISSION OPERATIONS
Observation History
Observation targets are selected by the BRITE
Executive Science Team (BEST), which is comprised
of twelve voting members (four per member country)
and six non-voting members9. Once per year BEST
convenes to generate observation schedules and
strategies (based on the evaluation of scientific merit of
submitted target proposals), review mission status, and
provide overall management and control of the mission.
Spacecraft operations, which are heavily automated, are
managed part-time by small engineering teams residing
at each of the respective mission control centres.

Over three hundred stars have been studied (dozens,
repeatedly) during these completed campaigns, with
each star assigned to a principal investigator (PI) and
tied to a unique observation proposal. A list of
completed, current, and planned campaigns are
summarized in Table 2, including statistics such as
observation dates & durations, assigned spacecraft, and
the number of stars observed. Upon termination of a
campaign, the archived data is processed and released
to respective PIs. To date, ten data sets have been
released to BRITE PIs (five more will be released
shortly), covering eight different constellations and 170
stars. The data pipeline (the transformation from the
raw signal to a processed data product) and a summary
of novel science results will be discussed in the
following sections.

Spanning the two and a half years since the BRITE
constellation began nominal science operations, fifteen
observation campaigns have been executed. A Lambert
projection of the night sky, illustrating the star fields
observed (as well as those planned in the near future)
by the BRITE constellation is shown in Figure 6, where
the ovals represent the field of view of the imager at

Sarda
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> 40 MB/day
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Figure 6: Lambert projection of the night sky indicating completed (grey & green), current (blue), and
planned (orange) BRITE observation fields (image courtesy of Rainer Kuschnig, University of Vienna).

Table 2: Observed and planned BRITE targets
Observation Field
Orion
Centaurus
Sagittarius
Cygnus
Perseus
Orion
Vela / Puppis
Pictoris
Scorpius
Cygnus
Cassiopeia / Cepheus
Canis Major / Puppis
Orion
Vela / Puppis
Crux / Carina
Sagittarius
Cygnus / Lyra
Auriga / Perseus
Vela / Pictor
Carina
Ara / Scorpius
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Start Date
12/1/2013
3/25/2014
4/29/2014
6/12/2014
9/2/2014
9/24/2014
12/11/2014
3/16/2015
3/18/2015
6/1/2015
8/23/2015
10/18/2015
12/15/2015
12/15/2015
1/22/2016
4/15/2016
4/28/2016
9/10/2016
11/1/2016
1/10/2017
3/9/2017

End Date
3/18/2014
8/18/2014
6/9/2014
11/25/2014
2/18/2015
3/17/2015
5/28/2015
6/2/2015
8/31/2015
11/25/2015
1/20/2016
4/14/2016
2/24/2016
2/24/2016
7/22/2016
9/23/2016
10/21/2016
3/8/2017
4/29/2017
7/12/2017
9/11/2017

Satellites
UBr, BAb
UBr, BAb, BTr, BLb
UBr
UBr, BTr, BLb
UBr, BAb
BAb, BTr, BLb, BHr
BAb, BTr
BHr
UBr, BAb, BLb, BHr
UBr, BAb, BTr, BLb
BAb, BTr, BHr
UBr, BAb, BTr, BLb
UBr, BAb
BAb
BAb, BTr, BLb, BHr
UBr, BAb
BTr, BLb, BHr
UBr, BAb, BTr, BLb, BHr
BTr, BLb
UBr, BAb, BHr
BTr, BLb
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Duration
108
147
42
167
170
175
169
79
167
178
151
180
71
35
183
162
177
180
180
184
187

Stars
15
32
19
36
37
35
51
20
26
34
23
31
19
12
28

Status
released
released
released
released
released
released
released
released
released
released
completed
ongoing
completed
completed
ongoing
planned
planned
planned
planned
planned
planned
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developed a data reduction pipeline which consists of
four steps: (i) compensation for radiation effects, (ii)
removal of outliers, (iii) decorrelations, and iv) merging
measurements from multiple BRITE spacecraft10,11,12,13.

The Data Pipeline
BRITE astronomers are interested in detecting minute
variations of emitted star light over time, thus images
are captured at high cadence (typically once every six
seconds) over very long baselines (up to six months).
A full-frame image acquired by a BRITE spacecraft onorbit is shown in Figure 7. With a wide field of view
(24 x 19 degrees), the telescopes are capable of imaging
very large swaths of the sky, thus enabling dozens of
stars to be studied concurrently. In this example, the
image captures the entire constellation of Orion. At
4048 x 2672 pixels and a depth of 16 bits per pixel, a
single full frame image is 22 MB in size, and thus
prohibitively large when paired with a S-band TT&C
system with an average downlink rate of 180 kbps
(variable on BRITEs from 32 kbps to 256 kbps).
Rather, the BRITE CCD allows for small rasters that
surround target stars to be recorded, keeping downlink
data volumes low. The size of these rasters is
configurable, but nominally being 24 x 24 pixel
squares. The number of these recorded rasters is also
configurable. Figure 8 shows another BRITE full
frame image where 30 stars amongst the constellations
of Centarus, Lupus, and Circini were selected to be
studied.

BRITE commissioning revealed that radiation exposure
to the CCD manifests itself in an increase in the number
of defects such as hot pixels (higher signal levels than
surrounding pixels) and warm-columns (increased bias
compared to a typical background)2. Figure 11 shows a
sub-section of an image obtained with the UniBRITE
CCD after launch, which contains a warm-column,
several hot-pixels, and as a point of comparison, two
stars, to demonstrate how they can be easily
distinguished from the defects, allowing compensation
of these effects to be straightforward. On the warm
columns front, analysis of the collected data showed
that they were an additive effect and could easily be
subtracted out of the images. As such, an on-board
processing mode has been added to calculate the
column medians in each column of interest. Those
medians are then downloaded along with the
photometric data so that they can be subtracted on the
ground during processing. To enhance the accuracy of
the data processing algorithms with respect to hot
pixels, the spacecraft are operating in a ‘chopping’
observing mode, where the spacecraft are commanded
slight adjustments in attitude (corresponding to
approximately 1/20th of a degree) between consecutive
images. The resulting images (with the stellar PSF
being positioned tens of pixels away from each other)
are subtracted, eliminating the hot-pixels. An example
of two consecutive images and the subtracted result is
shown in Figure 12.

The BRITE mission is not designed to take sharp
Hubble-like photographs. Rather, as discussed in
Section ‘Payload Design’, photometry requires
intentionally defocused optics such that a star, which
would normally register as a sub-pixel sized point
source, appears as a smoothly-varying point spread
function (PSF) with a Gaussian-like distribution.
Indeed, rasters containing defocused star images
acquired by the BRITE spacecraft are shown in Figure
9. The attitude pointing performance described in
Section ‘Precision Three-Axis Pointing and Stability’
results in sub-pixel wander of the stellar PSF centroids.
The tens of thousands of raster images acquired over
the course of each six-month long imaging campaign
are processed to generate light intensity curves for each
of these rastered stars. As an example, a light curve of
Eta-Orionis (a quadruple star system with an eclipsing
binary pair) generated by UniBRITE (one of the two
Austrian funded BRITE spacecraft) is shown in Figure
10. A temporary light intensity reduction, the signature
of the binary pair transit, is clearly evident.
Astronomers analyze these light curves in the frequency
domain to detect pulsation modes which reveal
structural and surface properties of luminous stars.

A raw light curve (of star alpha Circini) is shown in
Figure 13, where the presence of outliers is evident, and
always trending in the direction of a reduction in
measurement flux/magnitude. There are two sources
for these outliers, and both are attitude pointing related
(resulting in stellar PSF wander). First, if sections of
the (approximately 8 pixel diameter) PSF are clipped at
raster edges, the integrated PSF intensity will fall.
Second, smearing of the PSF has a similar effect.
Measurement outliers are removed by first rejecting
images where the PSF centroid coordinate exceeds a
defined radius from raster centre, followed by an
application of a statistical filter (using either a GESD or
sigma-clipping algorithm) to further reduce the
measurement scatter.
BRITE measurements have shown to correlate with
several instrumental parameters, most notably, i)
detector temperature, ii) stellar PSF centroid coordinate,
and iii) orbital phase. BRITE CCD detectors are
uncooled resulting in variable detector temperatures

In order to resolve milli-mag level (and fainter) signals
from these stars, some pre-processing of BRITE
measurement data is first performed (being an
expectation of any real-world instrument). Andrzej
Pigulski, a member of the BRITE science team,
Sarda
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during observations (self-heating) and over entire six
month long observation campaigns (the body-frame
solar vector rotates as the Earth orbits the sun, resulting
in time-varying spacecraft illumination). Second, pixelto-pixel variations lead to a strong dependence of
measured flux with respect to centroid position. Last,
frequency domain analysis of BRITE data reveals
amplitudes corresponding to the spacecraft orbital
frequencies and their harmonics, where it was found
that a decorrelation with orbital phase would mitigate
this effect. Measurement decorrelations with these
parameters are relatively straight forward and are

typically associated with first or second order
polynomials, where these trends are plotted in Figure
15.
The light curve of alpha Circini following the
application of the data reduction pipeline (now absent
of instrumental effects and suitable for precision
photometric analysis) is shown in Figure 14. The final
step of the data pipeline is to merge data from multiple
BRITE satellites observing the same star field
(particularly those of the same instrument filter),
resulting in near-continuous measurement time-series
and an overall greater number of samples in the set.

Figure 7: BRITE telescope full-frame image capturing the constellation of Orion
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Figure 8: 30 stars rastered within the constellations of Lupus, Circini and Centaurus

Figure 9: Stellar point spread functions registered on BRITE CCDs. The second row are algorithm-enhanced
variants of the first (image courtesy of Adam Popowicz, et. al.12).
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Figure 10: UniBRITE Light curve of Eta-Orionis (image courtesy of Rainer Kuschnig, University of Vienna)

Figure 11: Section of an image taken with the UniBRITE CCD 7 months after launch. In addition to stars, the
image contains columns with higher signal levels and increased number of hot pixels.
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Figure 12: An example of sequential stellar PSF images acquired in ‘chopping’ mode. The image on the right,
arrived by subtraction of the first two (where hot pixels are largely eliminated), is used for photometry
(Image courtesy of Andrzej Pigulski, University of Wroclaw 13).

Figure 13: Raw light curves of α Cir from UniBRITE (UBr), BRITE-Toronto (BTr), BRITE-Austria (BAb),
and BRITE-Lem (BLb) (image courtesy of Werner W. Weiss, et. al. 10).
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Figure 14: Data pipeline processed light curves of α Cir (image courtesy of Werner W. Weiss, et. al.10).

Figure 15: BRITE-Austria instrument flux/magnitude correlations with CCD temperature, PSF position (X,
Y), Orbital phase (image courtesy of Werner W. Weiss, et. al. 10).
Sarda
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Figure 16: BRITE red filter light curve of alpha Circini (image courtesy of Werner W. Weiss, et. al. 10).
oscillating ‘Ap’ star. This star is the brightest of its
type, and therefore, a target which has been investigated
by other photometry missions, such as the WIRE
spacecraft, making it a great benchmark on which to
compare BRITE measurements. As explained by
Werner W. Weiss et. al., within a submission in journal
Astronomy & Astrophysics, four BRITE spacecraft
provided nearly continuous time-series measurements
of this system for over 146 days. The BRITEConstellation (red filter) generated light curve is shown
in Figure 16. When comparing the BRITE curve with
the one acquired from WIRE (Figure 17), it is evident
that they match very well providing strong confidence
in the BRITE result. The character of the red light
curve is a typical signature of a rotational star with
surface spots. As such, the light curves were used to
construct a Bayesian spot model to estimate the star
spot position, size, and brightness. The result is the
spot model displayed in Figure 18. The spots estimated
by the BRITE-red set are well correlated with the
WIRE result, with one equatorial, and one polar spot
estimated10.

SCIENCE RESULTS
With the data pipeline established, astronomers have
been applying BRITE’s precision light curves to study
hundreds of stars. Within only a short time since the
first data sets were released, notable scientific outputs
have already been produced. Three papers have been
published in refereed journals with over thirty in the
pipeline, and in September 2015, the first BRITE
science conference was held, where over 45 BRITE
science topics were presented, covering observation
results and proposals.
Highlights of the first three published papers are
presented within this section, however, in order to
provide context to these summaries, it is worthwhile
recapping the mission science objectives. The primary
objective of the BRITE-constellation is to constrain the
basic properties of intrinsically luminous stars (i.e. the
stars that most affect the ecology of the Universe) by
measuring their light oscillations on hour to month
timescales, based on dual broadband, ultra-highprecision photometric time-series from space.
Specifically, this will be accomplished by measuring
pressure and gravity mode light pulsations to probe the
interior and ages of stars through the science of
asteroseismology.
Pressure modes are driven by
internal pressure fluctuations within a star, and gravity
modes are driven by buoyancy. BRITE spacecraft will
also look for varying spots on star surfaces, which are
carried across the stellar disks by rotation. They may
also be able to search for planetary transits & observe
targets of opportunity, such as bright comets, novae, or
supernovae. Finally, as important as stellar variability
is for BRITE science, BRITE may enlarge the base of
stars measured to be constant to serve as photometric
standards for other studies9.
The roAp star, α-Circini, as seen by the BRITEConstellation

Figure 17: BRITE-red vs. WIRE light curve of αCir10

One of the first targets investigated was alpha Circini, a
binary system, whose primary component is a rapidly
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With BRITE data validated, the science team was
interested in ascertaining just how well BRITE
measurements could be used to constrain the structural
properties of stars via asteroseismology. To this end, a
candidate target, Beta Centauri, which is a triple system
with two massive components, was studied as it is a
very bright target and since it is known to be associated
with many strong light pulsation signatures.
As explained by Andrzej Pigulski within a submission
to journal Astronomy & Astrophysics, BRITEproduced light curves, spanning 146 days of continuous
measurements, were analyzed in the frequency domain,
revealing 19 pulsation frequencies (Figure 19), with a
signal-to-noise ratio exceeding 4 (meaning 99.9%
detection certainty). In comparison with historical
ground-based observations of this system, BRITE
detected 12 new pulsation modes, clearly demonstrating
how well suited BRITE-constellation is to detecting
these signatures11.

Figure 18: BRITE vs. WIRE spot model10

Short-Term Variability and Mass Loss in Be Stars
A third study investigated the use of BRITE photometry
measurements in order to better understand star-to-disk
mass transfer in ‘Be’ stars. These stars are unique in
that they are the only types of stars that build their own
circumstellar disks (Figure 20). What was not very
well understood is mass-transfer mechanism between
the star and its disk, and the particularly violent
interface between the two.
BRITE data indeed provided new insights.
As
explained by Dietrich Baade within a submission to
journal Astronomy & Astrophysics, a Fourier transform
of the BRITE light curves of Be stars (η and μ
Centauri) revealed frequencies of high amplitude
outbursts. These outbursts can be viewed in the timeseries measurements plotted in Figure 21 as the highamplitude signatures superimposed on the periodic
variation. Ground-based spectroscopic observations of
the star reveal that these particular outburst frequencies
are exo-protospheric, or external to the star. BRITE
data, therefore was used to conclude that these high
amplitude outburst modes originate from large eddies in
the inner-most region of the disks, and drive the masstransfer from the star to the disks14.
Figure 19: Fourier transform of BRITE time series
measurements of Beta Centauri, revealing nineteen
stellar pulsation modes (image courtesy of Andrzej
Pigulski, et. al.11)
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BRITE is a unique and stand-out mission in many
ways. It is the first and only mission to conduct twocolour space-based photometry, being critical for stellar
pulsation mode identification (as observed pulsation
frequencies and amplitudes will vary across
measurement bands), which has already paid dividends
in revealing first-time observed insights of stellar
properties10. The fact that BRITE is a constellation
enables uninterrupted and overlapping coverage of star
fields, allowing the mission to resolve stellar pulsation
modes with periods from scales of hours to months. The
BRITE satellites are believed to be the first
nanosatellites dedicated to astronomy, the first orbiting
astronomy constellation of any size ever launched, and
the first spacecraft at this scale to achieve arc-second
level pointing.
Figure 20: Artistic impression of ‘Be’ type stars
(image courtesy of Gabriel Perez, Instituto de
Astrofisica de Canarias)

CONCLUSION

The BRITE spacecraft are based on pioneering
Canadian space technology developed at the Space
Flight Laboratory, which have opened up for space
science the domain of very low cost, miniature
spacecraft allowing a scientific return that otherwise
would have had price tags of many times larger. BRITE
is in a class of its own when comparing performance
and scientific return to cost and size. The mission
employs the SFL’s Generic Nanosatellite Bus, which
was built upon the principle that cost decreases and
reliability increases when complexity decreases. This
reduced cost enables organizations with limited funding
to compete with large agencies in well-selected niches.
Further, the low-cost GNB gave rise to the unique
programmatic funding structure of the BRITEconstellation. In becoming member nations of the
BRITE constellation by funding the development of
constituent satellites, each nation is guaranteed access
to the observation data acquired from the constellation
as a whole. This distributes mission risk across
multiple spacecraft in a way that only inexpensive
micro and nanosatellites can enable, and thus
minimizing the risk of each partner.

The BRITE-Constellation is fully commissioned and
has been successfully observing the night sky’s most
luminous stars since late 2013. Over 300 stars have
been studied during the course of 15 completed
campaigns, with each star assigned to a PI and tied to a
unique observation proposal. To date, data sets
corresponding to the first 10 of these campaigns have
been released to BRITE PIs. Within only a short time
since the first data sets were released, notable scientific
outputs have already been produced. Three papers have
been published in refereed journals with over thirty in
the pipeline. With a huge volume of data already being
studied on the ground and with the capabilities of the
constellation expanding all the time, the future looks
bright for further discovery.

As a result of its many accomplishments, the mission
has been a large success. The constellation produces a
quality of output which meets and exceeds both
requirements and expectations. Although BRITEConstellation has already swollen to a size not dreamed
of when it was first conceived, the mission continues to
garner interest in participation from other nations.
Attracted by the enticing nature of the science, the
success of the transfer programs with Austria and
Poland and the relatively low-entry cost, to date, six
other nations have expressed interest in contributing
additional satellites to the constellation. In anticipation
of potential future expansion, discussion had taken
place on how those satellites can best be used to further
enhance the science as the addition of BRITE-Austria

Figure 21: UniBRITE and BRITE-Austria light
curves of η Centauri (image courtesy of Dietrich
Baade, et. al.14)
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did years before. At the top of the list is a BRITE
satellite capable of observing in the ultraviolet, an
addition which would push this already highly valuable
mission into even new territory.
In short, BRITE-Constellation is a successful example
of the capabilities of low-cost yet high-performance
nanosatellites and is redefining what spacecraft of its
size are considered capable of.
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